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Abstract— A similar solution for parking problem is that we 

can build the multilevel parking spaces that can store more 

cars in the   projected   area consumed by comparatively less 

number of cars. Indian Government is now installing such 

multistoried parking systems in the Metropolitan cities of 

India. Another   problem of pollution is decreased up to some 

extent by use of automation for such multilevel parking 

systems. Automatic parking systems use electricity for 

moving the vehicle from the parking area to the actual place 

in the building where it is to be parked. This reduces pollution 

caused by the vehicle engine while driver is searching for 

empty parking spot in the large parking areas. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The car is our mostly use for traveling, so at that time we must 

need to park car at right place. Firstly, for traditional vehicles, 

drivers feel difficult to accurately judge the surrounding 

environment of vehicle, especially in the rear of it. In 

addition, parking is a complicated operation for drivers within 

a very short time through controlling steering wheel, 

accelerating or braking. Finally, an increase in the number of 

vehicles within a limited and narrow parking space requires a 

higher level of parking skills. The University of Michigan 

Transportation Research Institute carries out an investigation 

and analysis of parking accidents. The statistics of survey 

results show that there are about 10,000 traffic accidents 

occur due to enter or leave parking lots in 12 million traffic 

accidents. Because of a large number of traffic accidents and 

requirements of drivers, automatic parking system draws an 

infinite attention of automotive engineering field. While in 

fact large number of car manufacturers and research 

institutions conduct the research the actual number of 

accidents is much more than the number of the traffic report 

and development of automatic parking system. 

A. Significance of Automatic Parking  

Automatic parking system can increase driving safety. It 

helps drivers to learn the environment around vehicle during 

parking process through various sensors. Human computer 

interaction system with sounds or video displays prompts 

drivers to make correct operations. Vehicle collisions owing 

Automatic parking system can also increase driving comfort. 

It does not need a driver’s laborious observations around his 

vehicle. The driver only needs to control the acceleration and 

brake to park his vehicle into parking space. It can reduce 

fatigue strength of drivers and largely improve driving 

comfort. Therefore, drivers are easier to enjoy the driving fun. 

It also plays an important role in military applications. It is 

one of the features that ground mobile robots must have 

Meanwhile, it is also one of the technical bases of multi- robot 

coordination, and can be extended to more complex tactical 

planning. In addition, automatic parking system is an 

important part of intelligent traffic system (ITS). ITS is an 

application of information technology, computer-

communication, and sensor technology in transportation 

system, whose goal is to strengthen highways, urban roads, 

public transports, and rail transit facilities management to 

achieve safer, more convenient, and more efficient freight 

transport environments. 

II. COMMERCIAL APPLICATION STATUS 

Current parking products can be divided into two categories. 

They are parking assist system and automatic parking system. 

The former is a manual control parking system which 

provides drivers with broader automatically detects the 

parking location and distance, and mark the parking location 

with lines on its display. Subsequently the driver simply 

confirms and engages the reverse gear to start the IPA system. 

The steering wheel can be automatically controlled for 

parking. During this process, the ultrasound detection system 

is used to avoid collision until the parking operation is 

accomplished. 

System the operation of steering wheel, accelerator, 

brake, engine and door lock can be automatically controlled. 

The new Volkswagen becomes the first demonstration model 

to use automatic parking system. Audi’s automatic parking 

system represents the latest research—“one key type of 

parking”. Through an application program of intelligent 

mobile phone, parking operations can be completed 

automatically. For example, one can only operate one key on 

his cell phone to make his car find and reach the parking space 

automatically, and if the command “out of the garage” is 

issued by the application program, the car can go out of the 

garage and come near its driver automatically. However, the 

whole parking procedure is based on the laser scanners 

arranged in parking lot. One can keep communications with 

his car by wireless fidelity, and ensure the car not to deviate 

from its trajectory and collide with obstacles. 

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Currently, the researches on automatic parking mainly 

include the following topics. They are visual perception, 

ultrasonic sensor and radar technology, path planning, control 

algorithms based on fuzzy theory, neural network, image 

processing and recognition technology, and digital signal  

processing technology. 

A. Visual Perception 

Most of collision accidents occur due to human errors, such 

as bad awareness, distraction, drowsiness, low level training, 

and fatigue. Advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) can 

decrease human errors by keeping an eye on driving 

environment and warning drivers to notice upcoming 

dangers. Driver assistance system can repair distorted images 
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through electronic distortion correction functions, and 

provide the exact image behind vehicle to drivers. It also can 

take advantage of image processors to accurately estimate the 

distance between cars and other obstacles. By the static and 

dynamic trajectory lines superimposed on real-time video 

images, drivers can be provided with accurate parking 

perspectives. Ma and Wang (2011) develop a parking assist 

system based on four cameras. Real-time information around 

vehicle is captured by wide-angle cameras. Three-

dimensional images of the actual environment are 

transformed to a platform by visual perception system, which 

can help drivers to park their vehicles through real-time 

monitoring. Parking information is collected by the four 

cameras installed in automobile, then image coordinates can 

be transformed to world coordinates, and parking spaces can 

be detected automatically by visual perception system. 

Through the detection of the size and boundary of parking 

space by visual perception system, the parking assist system 

can decide “parallel parking” or “vertical parking” strategy 

automatically. Jiang(2008) propose a binocular vision system 

which uses binocular visions and gyros to take place of 

traditional sensors, ultrasonic and infrared range finders to 

solve global map information For the solve this problem this 

parking system is must need. 
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